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Executive Summary 
The project
Verdensmål i Værdikæden (ViV) was a project in 2019-2021 run by GCDK (Global Compact Network 
Denmark), DRC (Danmark’s Restauranter og Caféer) and REGA (Restauratørernes Garantiordning) to 
address sustainability challenges across the value chain of the Danish restaurant sector. The project 
received almost 6 m DKK in funding from the Danish Industry Foundation and GCDK acted as the program 
management office.

The COVID-19 pandemic severely impacted the restaurant industry, which challenged many participants 
and the project setup. But new partnerships and innovative tools were developed and the project created 
many new insights and best practices that can be implemented and continued in other industries. 

Aiming to inspire
This report presents key results and tools from the project and brings perspectives on how a value chain 
approach can benefit other industries and organisations. The analysis was developed by GCDK with help 
from the consultancy In futurum and is based on results/knowledge from the project and interviews with 
project participants and management. To spread knowledge and gather insights on potential future value 
chain projects in other industries, 8 qualitative interviews with representatives from sector associations 
were carried out and a workshop with 22 representatives executed. Hopefully, this report will inspire to 
lead new value chain projects in the future.
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A new business as 
usual



The value chain approach to sustainability: 
A new business as usual 

ViV: an innovative approach to future sustainability challenges 

• The value chain approach centres sustainability as a systemic issue that should be solved on a systemic 
level, rather than an individual challenge everyone must face alone. 

• Gathering the entire value chain in the restaurant industry has established new levels of collaboration, 
knowledge sharing and brought new perspectives to joint sustainability efforts. This enables impact and 
change at industry level rather than just at company level.

Shared problems = shared efforts = shared responsibility

• The value chain in the restaurant industry consists of everything from seed growers over service 
providers to waste handlers and restaurateurs. Through ViV, the value chain approach has created new 
connections along and across the value chain and brought actors from different industries together to 
solve common challenges.

• Many industries face similar challenges that could be solved faster through collaboration. A value chain 
approach engages with common challenges that require joined efforts. 

• By coming together across the value chain, the need for collaboration is highlighted and responsibility is 
lifted by many actors that all play parts in the ecosystem. 
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Six key areas and 
recommndations



Six key areas in value chain projects
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5: Methodology
Co-develop methodology and common 
baselines to ensure agreement on 
responsibility, time and resource use in 
order to meet targets and scope

3: Scoping the project
A clear project scope is essential. 
Participants cover the entire value 
chain, are of varying sizes and have 
different knowledge and interests. 
Align on what problem and impact 
areas, knowledge used, what 
deliverables/tools to develop and 
responsibilities to fulfil

1: Industry organisations as 
unique change agents
Due to their mandate industry 
organisations/business associations 
have a unique position to 
proactively drive sustainable 
development in their respective 
industries by taking the lead in 
terms of facilitating a value chain 
project

4: Project principles
The seven project principles in ViV
was integral in aligning efforts and 
methodology, and gave the 
flexibility needed when involving 
multiple participants and partners. 
Co-developing project principles 
ensures co-ownership and 
agreement on a common 
foundation for success

2: Project setup & governance
Ensure clear project management 
structure and assigned leadership 
roles. Facilitating the overall process 
requires a stakeholder with overview, 
resources, time and energy to 
constantly connect the dots, bring 
partners together, and secure that 
deadlines are met

6: Facilitation
Keep focus on the common challenges 
and goals through continuous 
facilitation. Build a strong foundation 
through creating baselines. 
Partnerships are key, but assigning 
leadership across all levels is integral 
for them to succeed

Addressing these six areas will prove valuable when starting new value chain projects
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Project management recommendations
Based on the ViV project lead by GCDK are 24 recommendations on best practices for future value chain 
projects to succeed. 

1: Industry organisations as unique change agents 
1.1 By utilizing a value chain approach you raise the level of ambition and ‘theory of change’ from company level to 
industry/sector level. Be aware that might require political involvement too. Ideally this involvement should happen from 
the start
1.2 Industry organisations can reposition themselves as value chain project facilitators and harvest knowledge, networks 
and partners
1.3 Center common issues like packaging, waste management, transport, etc. for common goals, efforts and solutions 
1.4 Align focus areas with expert advise on impact to focus energy on projects and initiatives that have big impact
1.5 Focus on how to explain how tools and initiatives have helped project partners – and can help others too

2: Project setup and governance
2.1 Do not underestimate relation management and hand-holding of participating companies. Make sure there are 
enough resources to operate the project and build trust to participants
2.2 Try to limit number of partners and carefully select them. Coordination is time consuming and changing a partner 
under way is an unfortunate and time consuming process

3: Scoping the value chain project
3.1 Don’t be afraid to scope the project. Sustainability challenges are most often more complex than they seem!
3.2 Consider whether payment from participants is necessary
3.3. Engage management of participating companies from the start.

4: Project principles
4.1 Formulate common design/project principles that will guide the project



Project management recommendations
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5: Methodology
5.1 Make sure press and communication is a clear priority of the project design and provide each team with individual 
communication support
5.2 Set aside time in the initial phase of the project to make a baseline and make sure everyone agrees on the facts and 
the size of the challenges
5.3 Be patient and design a project with a realistic time frame. It will pay off in the end
5.4 Make an overall structure but be flexible and don’t expect one size fits all. Allow for individual tailoring of facilitation
depending on each team’s requirements
5.5 Set aside seed capital for all teams and make it easy to apply for. It will make participants go a long way

6: Facilitation
6.1 Pick a team leader with commercial or strategic interest in the solution who will own it after the project finishes
6.2 Managing expectations is crucial – be as clear as possible as early as possible about what participants can and cannot 
expect
6.3 Allowing for time to understand the “system” and the value chain is imperative to the development of long-lasting 
solutions to the benefit of all 
6.4 Take conflicting interests and politics seriously – identify areas of common interest and appeal to collaboration around 
sustainability: “we are in this boat together”
6.5 Focus on the problem rather than the solution – perhaps the right solution comes from an unexpected place
6.6 Tailor final output and communication to the target audience 
6.7 Think exit strategy from the beginning: with which organization should the knowledge be embedded in order for 
continued sustainability work 
6.8 Launch many tests but be pragmatic: some of them are going to fail. That’s ok – don’t try to save them at all costs
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1: Industry organisations as unique change agents

Many industries face similar problems in key environmental impact areas such as waste, packaging, 
measuring impact and transportation of goods. These shared problem areas are a good place to 
kickstart cross—industry collaboration and knowledge sharing through value chain projects.

Through their membership base and their mandate industry organisations have a unique opportunity to 
act proactively as change agents for the sustainability agenda. They can help facilitate value chain 
projects through funding, gathering members, managing projects and by communicating new tools, best 
practices and knowledge. Furthermore, their mandate can push awareness of value chain approaches 
politically and secure overall funding to future projects like ViV. 

Recommendation:
1.1 By utilizing a value chain approach, you raise the level of ambition and ‘theory of change’ from 
company level to industry/sector level. Be aware that might require political involvement too. Ideally this 
involvement should happen from the start. 



Issue

There is a lack of coordination 
between organisations and 
companies

Issue

Many uncoordinated actors try 
to solve the same problem

Issue

Identifying the focus areas 
with the most impact across 
industries

Issue

Sharing experiences through 
tools 

Experience from ViV

• Individual companies 
experience a big pressure to 
work with sustainability but 
their efforts are not always 
aligned with key focus areas 
on an industry/organizational 
level. Aligning efforts and 
knowledge removes 
uncertainty on the individual 
level and organisations 
engage in new ways

Experience from ViV

• In some cases, companies, 
researchers and 
organisations in different 
industries are trying to solve 
the same issue but from 
different angles

• Without coordination, these 
efforts often means wasted 
energy and time on 
common problems that 
could be solved faster

Experience from ViV

• Discussing challenges and 
topics in diverse networks 
means filtering out niche-
areas and focusing on 
shared issues

• The shared challenges are 
also often connected to 
topics that has big 
environmental impact, 
such as waste or 
packaging

Experience from ViV

• Through developing new 
tools and communication 
ideas, knowledge is 
shared in an efficient and 
long-lasting way that 
spreads to new networks

Recommendation:
1.2 Industry 
organisations can 
reposition themselves as 
value chain project 
facilitators and harvest 
knowledge, networks and 
partners

Recommendation:
1.4 Align focus areas with 
expert advise on impact to 
focus energy on projects and 
initiatives that have big 
impact

Recommendation:
1.5 Focus on how to 
explain how tools and 
initiatives have helped 
project partners – and can 
help others too

Recommendation:
1.3 Center common issues 
like packaging, waste 
management, transport, etc. 
for common goals, efforts 
and solutions
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Questions for industry organisations and 
actors wanting to engage with value chains:

• Name 2-3 concrete sustainability challenges in your industry 
where value chain cooperation can be an advantage for your 
members

• How can you use your position, network and influence to push 
for sustainable solutions on all levels for your respective 
industry? 

• How can you advocate for dialogue and knowledge sharing 
regarding value chain cooperation?
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Experience from ViV:



Issue

Difficulty in ensuring 
coordination and progress

Issue

Managing a diverse group of partners 
delivering services to the project

Experience from ViV

• A lot of the project 
management has been 
devoted to keeping 
participators engaged

Experience from ViV

• Every single partner (whether it is 
facilitation or analysis provider) requires 
coordination. The project engaged many 
different partners with varying success.

• ViV was lead by GCDK with a steering 
group who followed the project 
management. External facilitators, experts 
and consultants with relevant expertise 
were engaged to facilitate the teams and 
partners were engaged to help with PR, 
video production and analysis

Recommendation:
2.1 Do not underestimate 
relation management and 
hand-holding of 
participating companies. 
Make sure there are enough 
resources to operate the 
project and build trust to 
participants

Recommendation:
2.2 Try to limit number of partners and 
carefully select them. Coordination is time 
consuming and changing a partner under 
way is an unfortunate and time consuming 
process
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2: Project setup and governance

Value chain groups & teams Process and output

Experience from ViV
The flowchart depicts the value chain groups and the teams developed in ViV to ensure progress.

A) Product innovation

Focus on new business ideas and 
products.

B) Policy/Initiatives for the 
sector

Focus on regulation and 
agreement that affect the sector.

C) Best Practice

Focus on process and solutions.

SHOWCASE CONFERENCEWorking group
meeting  1

Innovation lab

Showcase 
konference

Working group
meeting 2

Working group
meeting 3

A. The 
Circular 
Restaurant

Team A1
Team A2

B. The Take 

Away System 
of the Future

Team B1
Team B2
Team B3

C. From 
Grass to 
Guest

Team C2
Team C3

D. From 
Food waste
to Resource

Team D1
Team D2
Team D3
Team D4
Team D5

INSPIRATION CATALOGUE

Includes all results
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Issue

The need for scoping the project to make it 
manageable 

Issue

Identifying barriers to participation for 
companies and approval of individuals to 
spend time participating in the project

Experience from ViV

• Based on inputs from restaurants, ViV was 
scoped to four value chain groups, all 
related to climate and environmental 
sustainability. GCDK helped actors in each 
value chain group form teams which each 
addressed more specific topics within the 
given category. The topic of the teams 
were decided by the team members 
themselves to ensure ownership (and not 
from an objective science based point of 
view)

Experience from ViV

• Participation was free of charge, but the 
management of all participants signed a 
MoU in which management approved of the 
project. Participants in the groups are 
shown on the following page - some were 
engaged in more than one group

Recommendation:
3.1 Don’t be afraid to scope the project. 
Sustainability challenges are most often more 
complex than they seem!

Recommendation:
3.2 Consider whether payment from 
participants is necessary
3.3. Engage management of participating 
companies from the start.
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3: Scoping the value chain project

A. Den Cirkulære Restauration B. Fremtidens Take Away-System

C. Fra Græs til Gæst D. Fra Madspild til Ressource

Experience from ViV:
ViV was scoped in four value chain groups: two related to resources and packaging and two related to the food 
system.  The picture shows all actors engaged in the project over the course of the project.



Issue

The need for guidance of the project and 
setting directions.

Experience from ViV

• ViV was structured around the principles 
presented on the following page. The 
principles were valuable for decision 
making and for helping groups the freedom 
needed to pursue different goals and 
solutions.

Recommendation:
4.1 Formulate common design/project 
principles that will guide the project. 
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4: Project principles

Experience from ViV:



Issue

It is difficult to 
communicate about 
progress and results

5. Methodology

Issue

There is a lack of data 
and understanding of the 
challenge

Issue

Change processes take 
time  especially when 
working with many 
different 
companies/organisations

Issue

It is difficult to design a 
unified process for 
innovation whilst allowing 
for individual adaptation.

Issue

It is not easy for 
participants to prioritize 
investment in new 
sustainable solutions or 
partnerships. 

Experience from ViV

• Many actors want to 
show responsibility, but 
are afraid of ”what 
aboutism” 

• Many actors do not 
have the ressources to 
produce 
communication 
material about 
progress which can 
inspire others

• PR work is extremely 
time consuming and 
require contacts and 
knowledge

Experience from ViV

• Very little data and 
commonly accepted 
baseline on 
sustainability

• It makes sense to 
invest in proper 
objective mapping to 
be used throughout the 
project – even as a 
result in itself. ViV 
received additional 
1mio. DKK to do this 
and it sparked teams 
setting their own 
sustainability KPIs 

Experience from ViV

• Although processes are 
always more 
cumbersome with more 
people on board, it is 
worthwhile in the end: 
the solutions will have 
a broader reach and 
more weight when 
more companies & 
organisations are 
behind 

Experience from ViV

• The facilitation need of 
each team will depend 
on the individuals and 
the selected topic. 
Some need little 
support, others a lot.

• An overall frame is 
useful.

• Being mindful of the 
binding constraints for 
each initiative was 
helpful

Experience from ViV

• Limited seed capital 
(max 40,000 DKK per 
team) meant a crucial 
difference for the 
success of the project: 
it ensured commitment 
and in-kind support.

• Few requirements and 
a lot of flexibility in 
terms of applying and 
reporting is key

Recommendation:
5.1 Make sure press 
and communication is 
a clear priority of the 
project  design and 
provide each team with 
individual 
communication support

Recommendation:
5.3 Be patient and 
design a project with a 
realistic time frame. It 
will pay off in the end

Recommendation:
5.4 Make an overall 
structure but be flexible 
and don’t expect one size 
fits all. Allow for individual 
tailoring of facilitation 
depending on each team’s 
requirements

Recommendation:
5.2 Set aside time in the 
initial phase of the 
project to make a 
baseline and make sure 
everyone agrees on the 
facts and the size of the 
challenges

Recommendation:
5.5 Set aside seed 
capital for all teams and 
make it easy to apply for. 
It will make participants 
go a long way
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Issue

It is unclear who will own the 
solution

6: Facilitation

Issue

Participants have very different 
expectations to the program at 
the outset

Issue

Many are not used to working 
together with other actors in 
the value chain

Issue

Participants’ interests can be 
opposed which impede 
collaboration and a trustful 
dialogue

Experience from ViV

• Ownership amongst key 
participants regarding the 
chosen areas of focus is 
crucial

• A team lead who has 
commercial interest in the 
development of the solution is 
key

• The teams where participants 
had a clear interest in addres-
sing the issue (commercial or 
otherwise) generally made 
faster progress

Experience from ViV

• A clear project structure and 
deliverables help participants 
steer expectations – in our 
case, having a regular working 
group meetings and a final 
show-off conference helped

Experience from ViV

• The mere dialogue between 
customers and suppliers and 
other actors was a new thing 
for most participants and 
they learned a lot just from 
that 

• It was important to allow for 
time to get to know each 
other and understand each 
other’s points of view

Experience from ViV

• Some teams were 
dysfunctional because of 
competing interests

• Some topics are highly 
politicized and were difficult 
to work with

Recommendation:
6.1 Pick a team leader with 
commercial or strategic 
interest in the solution who 
will own it after the project 
finishes

Recommendation:
6.3 Allowing for time to 
understand the “system” and 
the value chain is imperative 
to the development of long-
lasting solutions to the benefit 
of all

Recommendation:
6.4 Take conflicting interests 
and politics seriously – identify 
areas of common interest and 
appeal to collaboration around 
sustainability: “we are in this 
boat together”

Recommendation:
6.2 Managing expectations is 
crucial – be as clear as possible 
as early as possible about what 
participants can and cannot 
expect
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Issue

Some participants will 
participate only to promote 
their own solution

6: Facilitation 

Issue

The target audience can only 
perceive the message if it’s 
communicated right

Issue

Projects are always temporary
and hence knowledge might be 
lost.

Issue

Great ambitions may not be 
followed by great ability to 
execute

Experience from ViV

• Some industry participants 
tried to kill new, competing 
solutions or to promote less 
sustainable solutions

Experience from ViV

• In the restaurant sector, 
videos and bullet points beat 
lengthy reports – so we tried 
to reduce the amount of 
brochures, written reports, 
long documentations 

Experience from ViV

• The natural point of 
embedding the knowledge 
from ViV was with the 
national association of 
restaurateurs, Danish 
Restaurants & Cafees. Tools, 
knowledge and some working 
groups are continued after 
the project 

Experience from ViV

• It was a great help to focus 
on issues the participating 
actors had the power to 
change

• Some actors are interested 
in maintaining status quo 
whilst pretending they are 
working for a more 
sustainable solution

Recommendation:
6.5 Focus on the problem 
rather than the solution –
perhaps the right solution 
comes from an unexpected 
place

Recommendation:
6.7 Think exit strategy from 
the beginning: with which 
organization should the 
knowledge be embedded in 
order for continued 
sustainability work 

Recommendation:
6.8 Launch many tests, but 
be pragmatic: some of them 
are going to fail. That’s ok –
don’t try to save them at all 
costs

Recommendation:
6.6 Tailor final output and 
communication to the target 
audience
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final project
evaluation



Highlights from the ViV project evaluation: 

Takeaways from the project evaluation:

• 88% of the respondents say that they can use the project as a source of inspiration for other 
industries in relation to working across value chain regarding sustainability

• 88% of the respondents say that the project acted as a platform for networking and an 
opportunity for new partnerships in terms of working with sustainability

• 95% of the respondents say that they were either satisfied or very satisfied with the project 
management

• 94% of the respondents say that they were either OK, satisfied or very satisfied with how the 
project was handled despite of the COVID-19 pandemic



Key quotes from the ViV project evaluation: 

Overall reflection on the project: 
”Projects like these can easily end up not addressing or delivering specific concepts or results. ViV had lots 
of specific concepts and results.”
”The most important part of the project has been the collaboration across the value chain. It’s the only 

way to anchor and develop everyone’s green ambitions. Everyone has a part to play.”

On the experience of collaborating through value chains: 
“The network, especially, will be very useful in the future.”
“How much we depend on each other and of political support.” 
”New insights from the whole value chain creates a foundation for development. But the participants and 
individual operators position in a company’s life cycle is diverse and not homogenous. There’s a long way 
to go (…).” 

On specific learnings or tools that can drive sustainable change in the restaurant industry:
”Many conversations focus on the big resource flows from big industry and kitchens, but if we address the 
everyday challenges, the example with JunkBusters and restaurants in Nyhavn was a really good example 
of solving something ”unsolvable” and it makes sense, also financially for the restaurants.” 



Final perspectives



Spreading awareness on value chain 
projects to other industries

How can a value chain approach be beneficial for other industries? What is the 
potential to change current practices among industry organisations and sector 
associations and their approach to sustainability? That was the focus of 8 
interviews and a workshop carried out with representatives from these sectors: 

Sector Organisation

Transport DI Transport

Trade DI Handel

Construction Dansk Byggeri Hovedstaden

Construction Foreningen for Byggeriets Samfundsansvar

Food DI Fødevarer

Fashion Dansk Mode & Textil

Tourism Wonderful Copenhagen

Tourism Visit Denmark



Potentials and concerns in other 
industries
Key takeaways from meetings and workshop:

• A value chain approach has great potential to solve sustainability issues that 
are in everyone’s interest to solve together, but in no-one’s interest to solve 
alone

• Value chain approaches calls for a renegotiation of existing KPI’s and require 
extra resources. Current KPI’s and limited resources are experienced as a 
barrier for future projects

• One issue is a reluctance to make demands towards members as well as an 
experience of conflicting interests in policies, governance and political levels, 
organisational mandates and the focus areas of members

• Future value chain projects have to align what tools, measurements and focus 
areas organisations should push

• Sharing best practices and good examples along the value chain is key for 
sustainable development



The need for new value chain projects
• ViV has brought together representatives from a large industry with a complex value chain and has 

addressed sustainability as a systemic issue. The issues require new kinds of collaboration across value 
chains. 

• Inspiring a new sense of partnership will be the key to creating impact in the future. While the individual 
companies take responsibility for their role in specific value chains, industry organisations can take 
responsibility for common challenges that are beyond the scope of a single value chain. Hopefully, this 
report will inspire organisations and sector associations to proactively engage in new value chain 
projects that will drive sustainable initiatives for the benefit of entire industries.

The long-lasting impact
• The initiatives and networks that ViV has started are plentiful and the real impact will be felt over the 

coming years. Even though the pandemic put pressure on the project, new people, businesses and 
organisations have come together with great success. 

• The project presents numerous results. The specific solutions and tools have been co-developed and are 
now offered to others, some as guides, processes or reports. Other results are new partnerships, 
networks or areas of knowledge that hopefully will continue to blossom. They are equally important to 
help individual actors move forward. 
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